I. The centroid of a prime algebra. Let A be an arbitrary linear nonassociative algebra over Φ, where Φ is a commutative associative ring with 1. Throughout this paper no associativity conditions will be assumed on A: neither is it supposed that A necessarily have an identity element. If 1 E A we shall call A a unital algebra. Subrings of Φ are assumed to contain the identity of Φ, and la =a for all a EA. For emphasis we shall frequently refer to the ideals of A as Φ-ideals.
For a EA the mapping a r : x ->xa of A into itself is called the right multiplication of A determined by the element a similarly one defines the left multiplication a { : JC -> ax of A into itself. A, and A r will denote respectively the sets {a t \ a EA} and {a r \ a E A} of left and right multiplications of A.
The centroid Γ of A is by definition the set of all Φ-endomorphisms of A which commute with all the left and right 49 50
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multiplications. Γ is an associative ring with 1. The center Z of A is the set of all elements of A which commute and associate with the elements of A. Specifically, z E Z if and only if zx = xz, z(xy) = (zx)y, jc(yz) = (xz)y) and hence (xy)z = x(yz)) for all JC, y E A. Z is a commutative associative subalgebra of A and the mapping z-*z t is a Φ-algebra homomorphism of Z into Γ. We claim that if a x = a r E Γ for some <z E A, then a EZ. TO see this, we first note that a t -a r implies ax = xa for all x E A. Next, for JC, y E A, a(xy) = a { y r (x) = y^(x) = (ax )y. Finally, x (ay) = XA (y) = a t x t (y) = a { (xy) = a t y r (x) = y r^ (x) = (tfjc)y. In case A is unital it is clear that z->z x is an isomorphism of Z onto Γ. Here one makes use of the fact that if a E Γ and z = α(l) then z, =α.
For α E Φ define ά: A -» A by ά: JC -» αx. α -> α is a ring homomorphism of Φ into Γ and the image Φ is a commutative subring of Γ. We shall call this mapping the canonical homomorphism of Φ into Γ. A will be called central over Φ in case a -> ά is an isomorphism of S onto Γ. The Φ-multiplication algebra M Φ (A) is the subring of End Φ (i4) generated by Φ, A h and A n For a EA (a) will denote the Φ-ideal of A generated by α; note that (a) = {p (a) 
\p EM Φ (A)}.
If A and B are Φ-algebras the tensor product A (& Φ B is formed in the usual fashion and is itself a Φ-algebra, with multiplication given by the rule (a(&b) (c(g)rf) = acξQbd and its extension by linearity. In particular, if A is an algebra over a field Φ and F is an extension field of Φ then the tensor product A® Φ F can be formed and becomes an algebra over the field F.
An algebra A over Φ is said to be prime if, for any two Φ-ideals U and V of A, UV = 0 implies U = 0 or V = 0. It follows that if U Π V = 0 then U = 0 or V = 0, since l/VCl/ΠV. THEOREM 1.1. Lei A be a prime algebra over Φ with centroid Γ. Then (a) Γ is a commutative integral domain with 1 and A is T-torsion free.
(b) // Ω w a commutative ring with 1 and a -»<5 w α rmg homomorphism of Ω into Γ ί/ien A is α prime Cί-algebra (with αx defined to be άx, α EΩ, x E A).
(c) For Ω as in (b), Γ coincides with the centroid of A as an Cl-algebra (i.e., Γ is independent of the ring of scalars).
(d) A has a characteristic.
Proof (a) Suppose λμ = 0 for some λ, μ E Γ. λA and μA are ideals of A and (λA) (μA) = 0. Therefore λA = 0 or μA = 0 since A is prime, i.e., λ = 0 or μ = 0. Next suppose λa = 0 and set 1/ = λA and V = {JC | λx = 0}. Then UV = 0, implying U = 0 or V = 0 i.e., λ = 0 (b) Write A = <α,, α 2 , * , a n ), the Γ-ideal generated by a u a 2 ,--,a n eA.
If Ω is the centroid of A<g)Λ we must show that the canonical homomorphism α -> ά of Λ into Ω is surjective. Let / E Ω, write /(α i ®l) = fe l ®λ7 l , i = l,2, ,n, and set A=A,A2"-A n . For JC E A, Therefore, if g = λ/, then g(jc(g)l) = λ/(jt<g)l) = since λT'EΓ. One then defines σ:A->A according to σ(x) = y, where g(jc(g)l) = y®1 as indicated above. Since g E Ω it is easily seen that σ E Γ, and therefore g(x(g)l) = o-(jc)(g)l = σ(jt(g)l). Thus g = σ and so / = γ, where γ = σλ ~ι E Λ.
(c) If z is a nonzero element of Z, then z, = β for some /3 E Γ, since A is central. One easily checks that z(g)β ~ι = 1 in A ® Γ Λ. As in (b) we let ίl be the centroid of A(g)Λ and let /EΩ. We write /(l) = fl®λ" 1 , i.e., λ/(l) = Λ®l. This implies that α6Z, whence α, = γ E Γ, since A is central. As a result / = δ, where δ = γλ ~* E Λ. Another natural question which arises is the following: if A is central prime over Γ and F is a field containing Γ, does there exist an F-algebra B containing A as a Γ-subalgebra such that AF is prime? By using the notion of extended centroid, which is developed in §11, we settle this question in the affirmative in §111.
II. The extended centroid of a prime algebra. Let A be a prime algebra over Φ and let U be a nonzero Φ-ideal of A. An element / E Hom Φ ([7, A) is said to be Φ-permissible if / commutes with all the left and right multiplications of A, i.e., / commutes with the elements of M Φ (A). Such an element will be denoted by (/, 17). ker f = {uE U\f(u) = 0} and im / = {f(u)\u E C7} are ideals of A and (ker /) (im /) = 0. Hence by the primeness of A either / = 0 or / is an injection.
Let °U Φ be the set of all nonzero Φ-ideals of A and let % Φ be the set of all Φ-permissible maps (/, 17), where U E % Φ . We define (/, U)( g, V) if there exists W E <% φ such that WCUΠV and f = g on W. This is easily shown to be an equivalence relation on ^Φ. We remark that (/, U) ~ (g V) if and only if there exists O^xEl/ΠV such that /(Jc) = g(x). This follows from our observation above that a Φ-permissible map is either 0 or an injection. We let (f, U) denote the equivalence class determined by (/, U), and we let C Φ be the set of all equivalence classes. Addition in C Φ is defined by and it is easy to check that this definition is independent of the representatives.
For (g,V)e<β Φ and C7E% Φ , let g~\U) = {v E V\g(v)E C7}. g~\U) is clearly an ideal of A and we shall show that it is nonzero. If
Hence i ^O and vE.g~l(U) . Now define multiplication in C Φ by where /g is the composite of / and g. To see that multiplication is well-defined, suppose (/" L/,) ~ (/ 2 , t/ 2 ) and (g,, V,)~(g 2 , V 2 ). Then /,=/ 2 on IV.Cl/.n^ and g, = g 2 on IV 2 CV,nV 2 . Set W = W 2 Πg;W). For all x E W, /,(g,(x)) = /,(g 2 (x)) = / 2 (g 2 (*)) and so multiplication is well-defined. It is then straightforward to verify that C Φ is an associative ring with 1.
In particular we let °U = °lίγ be the set of all nonzero Γ-ideals of A and call C = C Γ the extended centroid of A. We justify this change of scalars from Φ to Γ by showing that (/, U)-*(f, U) is an isomorphism of CV onto C Φ . This is easily seen to be a welldefined ring homomorphism which is an injection. To show it is surjective, let (/, U) E C Φ , set V = ΓU and define f:
We show that / is well-defined. Suppose Σλ/W ( = 0. Proof We first show that C is commutative. Let λ = (/, U) and μ =(g, V) be in C. Set W = g" l (l/)Π/-I (V), note that WVO, and pick x,y E W such that xy^O. Then /g(xy) =/[g(x)y] = g(x)/(y) = g[xf(y)] = gf(xy±_ Thus ifg,g-λ U) -(gfJ~\V)) and so λ/z = μλ. Next let (/, U) ^ 0, and note that /([/) ^ 0 but ker / = 0. Define g:f{U)->A by g(f(u)) = u for all w E [/. g is well-defined since / is an injection and in fact g is a Γ-permissible mapping. Clearly (g,/(l/)) is the inverse of (/, U).
We have already noted (in §1) that there is a canonical homomorphism a -> α of Φ into the centroid Γ. Now, for a E Φ, define ά = (α, A), a -» ά is clearly a ring homomorphism of Φ into the extended centroid C. We define a prime algebra A over Φ to be closed over Φ if the map a -> ά is an isomorphism of Φ onto C. We remark that if we regard A as an algebra over its centroid Γ then λ -> A is always an injection of Γ into C. To show that a prime algebra A is closed over Φ it suffices (besides showing that a -• a is an injection) to show that, given any Γ-permissible map (/, U) 9 there exists 0/ u E U and a EΦ such that f(u) = au.
Let A be a prime algebra over Φ with extended centroid C. We form A(& Γ C and note that α-»tf®l is a Γ-isomorphism of A onto
it follows that I is a Γ-ideal of A. 
By intersecting a finite number of Γ-ideals there is a W E <% Γ such that (ft, W) E Pi and (fe, W) E A iP( , We let C w = {λ E C \ λ = (/, W) for some /}. Cw, and hence Λ®CV is a Γ-space, as is also Hom Γ (W,A). We claim that the map We now define a mapping f: V-*A according to the rule f(v) = y, where /(t;<g>l) = / is clearly a well-defined Γ-permissible map and so (/, V) is a representative of some A E C. Now pick v^0E V. Using the fact that /CM again we see that λ(ι;(g)l) = ι?(g)λ = /(ι?)(g>l =Λ !; Θ1) It follows that ζ) is closed over C.
In view of Theorem 2.5 we shall refer to Q = A (&CIM as the central closure of the prime algebra A.
III. Tensor product of closed prime algebras.
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a closed prime algebra over Φ, and let a u a 2 ,-",a n be Φ-independent elements of A. Then there exists p E M(A) such that p(α,)^0 and p(ai) = 0, i =2,3, ,n.
Proof
The proof is by induction on n. For w = 1 the theorem is trivially true since a^O. 
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ideal of A. Furthermore by the induction assumption Ja n is nonzero. The mapping /: Ja n -^A given by p(a n )-*p(a ι ), p E/, is well-defined because of our supposition above that p(αi) = 0 for all pEJί (A) such that p(α f ) = 0, i =2,3, ,n. (f,Ja n ) is clearly a Φ-permissable mapping. Since A is closed there exists A E Φ such that f(p(a n )) = λp(a n ) for all p E J, i.e., p(α, -λa n ) = 0 for all p E /. By the induction assumption applied to a 2 , α 3 , , α π _,, αj-λα,, there exists pEJί (A) such that p(a f ) = 0, i =2,3, ,n -1 (i.e., pE/) but p(α, -Aα π ) ^ 0, a contradiction. LEMMA 
Let A be a closed prime algebra over Φ and suppose a and b are elements of A such that p(a)q(b) = p(b)q(a) for all p,q EM(A). Then a and b are Φ-independent.
Proof We may assume that a^O.
Let / = {p EM(A)\p(a) = 0}; Jb is then an ideal of A. Since 0 = p(a)q(b) = p(b)q(a) for all p E J and q E M(A) we have (Jb){a> = 0. It follows that Jb = 0 since A is prime. Hence the mapping /: {a)-* A given by /: p(a)-*p(b), pEM(A), is a well-defined Φ-permissable homomorphism. Since A is closed there exists A E Φ such that f(p(a)) = λp(a) for all p EM(A).
In particular fc = /(α) = λα, and so 0 and b are Φ-dependent. Proof, It is clear that σ is a well-defined Φ-algebra homomorphism. If the kernel K of σ is nonzero choose a nonzero element κ> = Σ" =1 a ( -0Aj in K of minimal "length" n. Both {αj and {A,} are then necessarily Φ-independent sets. If n = 1 then λ x a x = 0 and so λ! = 0 or fli = 0, a contradiction. Therefore we may assume that n>l. For any p,gEΛ<Oi) we have p(w) = Σ i p(fl l )0λ, EX and = Σ;ήf(αj)0λj E K. Furthermore Σ qCαJpCαjX&λ; E X and p(ai)(g)λi E K Subtraction yields Σ ί<? (* i)P (*) ~ 4 (Λ* )P (a i)]<g>λ, E X. , n. Consequently /(w <g) 1) = %a x u ®λi = u ® (ΣiaM = β(u(g) 1) , where β = Σ ( αΛ G F It follows that A (g) Φ F is F-closed.
We are now in a position to settle in the affirmative the question posed at the end of §11. THEOREM 3.6. Let Abe a central prime algebra over Γ and let F be a field containing Γ. Then there exists an F-algebra B containing a Γ-isomorphic image A of A such that AF is a prime algebra.
Proof We recall from Lemma 2.3 that A is Γ-isomorphic to a Γ-subalgebra A of the central closure Q of A. From the construction of Q it is clear that AC = Q (where C is the extended centroid of A). Let K bejthe composite field of C and F and form the F-algebra B = Q(g)cK. A is then Γ-isomorphic to the Γ-subalgebra A = A(g)l of B. Furthermore it follows from Q = AC that B = AK. We complete the proof by showing that the F-subalgebra AF of B is a prime F-algebra. Let U and B be F-ideals of AF such that UV = 0. Then UK (and similarly VK) are K-ideals of B since (UK)B=(UK) (AK) Q(UA)K C UK. But (UK) (VK) Q(UV)K = 0. We conclude that either UK = 0 or VK = 0, since B is prime by Theorem 3.5. In particular, U = 0 or V = 0 and so AF is prime. We now study the structure of the tensor product of a closed prime algebra A over Φ and a unital algebra B over Φ. If W is an ideal of A<g)B and i Gΰwe let U (W , V) = {u G A \u(&υ G W}. In the following discussion W remains fixed and so we denote U iW , V ) by U v . U v is clearly closed under addition. For u E.U V and x6A we see that ux(g)\ = (w<8>tf) (*(g)l)G W, using the fact that B is unital.
Thus ux G t/, and similarly xu G I/,. Therefore I/, is an ideal of A. We next let V w ={v GB\U V^0 }.
V w is nonempty since l/ 0 = A. We claim that V w is an ideal of B. If ι>i,ι> 2 G V w , then U Vί+Ό2 C U υι Π U^^O since A is prime. Thus v ι + v 2 GV w . Next let v EV W and yGB. Again using the primeness of A, we choose u E U v and JC G A such that WJC^O. It follows that ux(g)vy = (u(g)t;) (x(g)y)G W, and so [/ ϋy ^ 0, i.e., vy G VK,. Similarly yv G K, and so V w is an ideal. and p(^J) = 0 for />1. Since 1GJS we have p =/7(g)l e^Λ(Λ0JB). Thusp(w) = p(α,)(g)fc 1 G W^ so b x is a nonzero element of V w .
REMARK. If in Lemma 3.7 A is also assumed to be unital then we claim that W contains a nonzero ideal of the form U® V, where U is a nonzero ideal of A and V is a nonzero ideal of B. Indeed, by Lemma 3.7 there exists a nonzero element of the form (2) A 0β is a closed prime algebra over Φ, // B is a closed prime algebra over Φ. Again using the fact that / is Φ-permissable and that B is unital we see that p(Wi)®yi = /(p(wi)®^) = f(q(u2)<g)v) = q(u 2 )(g)y 2 = p(Mi)(g)y 2 . In other words the mapping g: VV->B given by g(v) = y (where f{u®v) = u<g)y, II^OE l/p) is well-defined.
We claim that (g, Vvv) is Φ-permissable. Let v ί9 v 2 E Vw and pick Q U vι+ϋ2 . Then κ®g(t>, + ^2) = /(w®^, + ι; 2 )) = ι?i) + f(u ®t; 2 ) = w (g)gθi) + M (g)g(ϋ 2 ), whence g is additive. Next let v E V w , y E B, and pick w E U V9 x E A such that ux ^ 0. We note that ux E U vy , since ux §Z)vy = (w(g)ι?) (jc®y)£ψ. Therefore ux ®g(vy) = /(iuc ®i?y) = /[(iι ®U = (M (g)g(t;))(x 0y) = w This shows that g commutes with all right multiplications y Γ and it is similarly proved that g commutes with all left multiplications. This completes the verification that (g, V w ) is Φ-permissable.
To complete the proof we note that there exists β E Φ such that g(υ) = βv for υ E V w . In particular, for v ^ 0 E V w and for u ^ 0 E U v weseethat/(w(g)ι;) = M(g)gO) = u(&βv = jS(w(g)ϋ), proving finally that A 0JB is a closed prime algebra over Φ.
For the remainder of the paper we turn our attention to the study of tensor products of simple algebras. An algebra A over Φ is said to be simple if A 2 φ 0 and A contains no ideals other than 0 and A. Clearly any simple algebra is prime. It is also evident that the extended centroid of a simple algebra is isomorphic to its centroid, and so any central simple algebra over Φ is automatically closed. The preceding results on tensor products of prime algebras yield corresponding results on simple algebras which we now give. (2) follows immediately from (1) and (3) is implied by Theorem 3.8.
For the case of simple algebras Theorem 3.1 can be sharpened as follows.
THEOREM 3.10. Let A be a central simple algebra over Φ, let a u a 2 , ->a n be Φ-independent elements of A, and let JCI,JC 2 , ,x n be arbitrary elements of A. Then there exists p GM(A) such that p{a t ) = x h i = l,2, ,n.
Proof By Theorem 3.1 for each i there exists p, EM(A) such that Pi(ai) = biτ^0 and Pi(fly) = 0 for jV i. For each i (b. ) = A since A is simple. Therefore for each i there exists qiGM(A) such that <&•(&/) = */. The element p = ΣΓ=iQ/P/ EΛί(A) then has the required property.
Finally we consider the structure of the tensor product of two arbitrary simple unital algebras over Φ. For any fixed i and /, by Theorem 3.10 there exists pGM (A) such that p(a t )= \,p(a k ) = 0ΐor k^i, and q GM(B) such that q(b } )= 1, q(b t ) = 0 for 17^ j. Since A and £ are unital algebras p(g)q €ΞM (A(g)B) and thus p®<j is a Z®F-module mapping. Application of p®q to the above equation thus yields y,y(101) = 0, or γ^ = 0. Hence {α, (g)fe/} is Z(g)F-independent and forms a Z®F-basis for A(g)B.
(2) By part (1) we may select a Z(g)F-basis {a^bj} for Λ0B in which a x = \ and fc, = l. Let w =Σ I jγi / (α l (g)fc J ), yaGZ^F, be an element of the center E of Λ0B. Choose pE:Jί (A) such that p(l)= 1, p(a t ) = 0 for «V 1 and q EM(B) such that <j(l)= 1, g(fc/) = 0 for jVl. As in (1) As before p(g)ήf εi(A(g)β) and (p®q) (w) = γ /y G W. It follows that w EW Φ (A <g)B). Finally we show that U φφ = ί/ for every ideal 1/ of Z(g)F Clearly (7 C £/**. By (1) there is a Z®F basis {a, (g)b } }, with a ] = 1 and fo, = 1, for A (g)R If JC G [/**, then it is evident that JC can be written in the form Σ^μijiai^b,), where μ ί7 G U. On the other hand x = y G Z § §F and so by the Z(g)F-independence of we see that μ ή = 0 for (i,j)^ (1,1) and JC = μ π G (7.
